4 Night Yasawa Island Cruise
Dive Sites information
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C R U I S E

L I N E

Naviti
• Babylon Caves
The Caves of Babylon: an aptly named dive that starts off by entering into what feels like the gates of an ancient
city. Swimming through two massive walls in what could be compared to a passing through the streets of a densely
populated walled city you come to a “T” in the path. A right will take you down another street and more turns to
explore, a left will take you into a large cave system. These caves are no simple swim troughs, you’ll spend the first
half of your dive navigating these well lit structures. The dive culminates by exiting out and continuing along a lively
reef capped wall. Join us on Yasawa Islands Discovery Cruise and dive this amazing site on the morning of day 2.
•

BBQ Beach

This dive is very easy and is good for beginners and certified divers. Filled with a lot of hard corals – plate and table
– and a strange octopus.

Gunu
• Gunu Point
This is an easy dive suitable for all levels who want to see the variations of colour amongst the numerous hard and
soft corals of Fiji. Swim along this wall, through an amazing display of lightly dancing coral, chock full of tropical fish.
If you have never dived in the tropics, this is a great place to start.

Tavewa
• Cabbage Patch
This dive site offers one of the easiest and most relaxing dives for novices to experienced divers. The main feature
of this site is the huge cabbage coral formation, very dense and teeming with life. This is one site where you can
find the elusive ghost pipefish. Max depth 14m.
•

Tavewa Breakers

This is a mini wall that drops to 22m and a hard coral haven with abundant fish life. Very easy and relaxing dive for
anyone – new or experienced. Tide and weather won’t be a problem on this awesome dive.
•

Golden Nugget

This dive is best during an incoming tide. A pinnacle that starts from 20m all the way up to 5m and covered in yellow soft coral. Plenty of fish species inhabit this amazing bommie, such as stone fish, scorpion fish, leaf fish and
hairy ghost pipefish just to name a few. A photographer’s dream.
•

The Zoo

A wall that drops to 50m and gradually gets even deeper. Yes, this is a pelagic haven, with schools of Barracuda,
Trevally, Snappers, Sharks, Groupers and even the occasional Manta. Amazing black coral trees, Sea Whips, soft
coral and very colourful hard corals. One of the favourite sites for photographers. Great dive on an incoming tide.
Experienced divers only due to the current.
•

Blue Lagoon

This is one of the easiest dives, suitable for all levels. It’s ideal for training, but also fun for others as it has fish galore and nice corals. One of the best beach entries ever. Tranquil is the word – just like a swimming pool. Max
depth 12m.

Sawa-I-Lau
The Maze

•

An amazing reef structure with a whole series of swim through, caves and canyons. This is a hard coral dive with
lots of fish life, including Crayfish peeping out through rock crevasses. Occasionally schools of Bumphead Parrotfish
graze on this site. Sea Turtles are also a frequent visitor, feeding on the seaweed and sponges. Bring your camera
and flashlight. Max depth 22m
•

Drop Off

Not surprisingly, this is a wall dive, to 18m. There is also a good option for beginners to stay shallower.
This is a colourful dive, with soft corals and schools of fish hugging the reef. Look out for the lionfish displaying their
beauty and the trigger fish swimming with their odd sideways orientation.

The dives listed are subject to weather conditions and cruise itinerary requirements
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• Rusty’s
This site has pinnacles scattered over a wide area, each one very different from the next. Lots of fish life, and occasionally we find huge Sting Rays. Average visibility is about 30m. Experienced and novice divers will enjoy this relaxing dive. Max depth 15m.
•

Nova Point

This site is protected from the prevailing weather, so conditions are normally very good. The shy whitetip reef
sharks love it here, and you can often see them gliding along the edge of the reef, around the trigger fish and over
the ‘Nemo’ fish. Spaghetti coral on the sea bed.
•

Smurf’s

A beautiful dive with lots of mushroom shaped coral heads, covered in Christmas Tree Worms off all different colours. You can often find Tawny Nurse Sharks sleeping peacefully under the overhangs. Very colourful acropora corals, sea fans and sea whips. An easy dive even for the inexperienced. Max depth 18m.
•

Rocky Pass

Imagine drifting over a shallow drop-off, with areas that are filled with fish life, and some colourful soft corals as a
back drop. Well that’s ‘Rocky Pass’. Ideal for newly certified divers or PADI Discover Scuba Divers.

Yaqeta
• Yaqeta West (Description coming soon)
Mantaray Island
• Garden of Eden
Become your own Adam or Eve in this underwater paradise. We would, however, prefer if you wore a little more
than just a fig leaf! With multi-levels, a sandy bottom and lots to see, this is an ideal site for everyone, from a PADI
Discover Scuba Diver to a Master Scuba Diver. Look out for the triggerfish protecting their domain, whitetip reef
sharks cruising the reef, moray eels eyeing you up and spotted eagle rays tucked in under the overhangs.

Tivua Island
• Big Foot
Slip into a tropical aquarium at Big Foot with its large variety of colorful fish and its numerous hard corrals that surround a hand full of bommies. The Largest bommie peaks just below the surface and is where the boat mooring
begins. A great dive for exploring - start off by following the slope down from the mooring and circle the base then
shoot off to explore the shorter coral covered structures that around the largest bommie. Keep an eye out for the
numerous types of fish that conceal themselves within the hard corals.

The dives listed are subject to weather conditions and cruise itinerary requirements

